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Hymns missing/skipped. Must HUNT for hymn as not numbered properly . By the "numbers" (some

14,000+) given, they must be lines, not the numbered hymns. If I want to see Hymn # 330, "Take

My Life and Let It Be" I have to search page by page.Typos also are present, like "humns" instead

of "hymns".

I wanted an SDA Hymnal so I bought this one. It turned out that this is not the SDA Hymnal There

are more that two hundred (200) songs missing from this Hymnal. They come in the same order but

with huge gaps. Therefore I feel that This was false advertising. I cannot use it. The only way you

can get to the songs is by flipping from song to song. Sometime you put the name of the song and

don't get it but when you actually go from song to song you see that the song is there. This is not

the SDA Hymnal!!!

This hymnal isn't user friendly, hard to navigate hymns ,hymns are found by title only. A table of

content would be helpful. This app requires a lot of improvement.



in order to access the songs in this hymnal one must know the name of the song and type it into the

search bar. This is time consuming when at church to do so to actually start the song with the rest of

the congregation,unless one knows the song by heart. Not having a list o contents or index is

frustrating for me. When I do find the songs though, they are as in my printed Seventh Day

Adventist Hymnal.

Not very user friendly. Difficult to find songs. A working table of contents by song number would've

been helpful since it's kindle edition

not searchable, no real index, and a complete waste of my money. Impossible to find anything.

This is certainly not like the other hymnal I have on my phone or other gadgets, worse hymnal I

have seen

I couldn't search for song numbersNo table of contentsFrustrating because I was unable to go by

song numbers and could not easily find songs
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